
Eats, Shoots 
& Leaves

By Lynne Truss

A panda walks into a cafe. He orders a sandwich, eats it, then 
draws a gun and fires two shots in the air.

“Why?” asks the confused waiter, as the panda makes towards 
the exit. The panda produces a badly punctuated wildlife man 
ual and tosses it over his shoulder.

“I ’m a panda, ” he says, at the door. “Look it up. ”
The waiter turns to the relevant entry and, sure enough, 

finds an explanation.
“Panda. Large black-and-white bear-like mammal, native 

to China. Eats, shoots and leaves. ”

Either this will ring bells for you, or it won’t. A printed 
banner has appeared on the concourse of a petrol sta 
tion near to where I live. “Come inside,” it says, “for 

C D ’s, v i d e o ’s , d v d ’s , and b o o k ’s .”

If this satanic sprinkling of redundant apostrophes causes 
no little gasp of horror or quickening of the pulse, you should 
probably put down this article at once. By all means congratu 
late yourself that you are not a pedant or even a stickler; that 
you are happily equipped to live in a world of plummeting 
punctuation standards; but just don’t bother to go any further. 
For any true stickler, you see, the sight of the plural word 
“Book’s” with an apostrophe in it will trigger a ghastly private 
emotional process similar to the stages of bereavement, 
though greatly accelerated. First there is shock. Within sec 
onds, shock gives way to disbelief, disbelief to pain, and pain 
to anger. Finally (and this is where the analogy breaks down), 
anger gives way to a righteous urge to perpetrate an act of 
criminal damage with the aid of a permanent marker.

Lynne Truss is author o f several books and a book reviewer for 
the Sunday Times o f London. Previously she hosted Cutting a 
Dash, a BBC Radio 4  program on punctuation. This article is 
excerpted from  Eats, Shoots and Leaves: The Zero Tolerance 
Approach to Punctuation by Lynne Truss © 2003, by ar 
rangement with Gotham Books, a division o f Penguin Group 
(USA) Inc.

It’s tough being a stickler for punctuation these days. One 
almost dare not get up in the mornings. True, one occasion 
ally hears a marvellous punctuation-fan joke about a panda 
who “eats, shoots, and leaves,” but in general the stickler’s 
exquisite sensibilities are assaulted from all sides, causing 
feelings of panic and isolation. A sign at a health club will 
announce, “Its party time, on Saturday 24th May we are 
have a disco/party night for free, it will be a ticket only 
evening.” Advertisem ents offer decorative services to 
“wall’s— ceiling’s— door’s ect.” Meanwhile a newspaper plac 
ard announces “ FAN’S FURY AT STADIUM IN Q U IRY ,” which 
sounds quite interesting until you look inside the paper and 
discover that the story concerns a quite large mob of fans, 
actually— not just the lone hopping-mad fan so promisingly 
indicated by the punctuation.

Everywhere one looks, there are signs of ignorance and in 
difference. What about that film Two Weeks Notice? Guaran 
teed to give sticklers a very nasty turn, that was— its posters 
slung along the sides of buses in letters four feet tall, with no 
apostrophe in sight. I remember, at the start of the Two 
Weeks Notice publicity campaign in the spring of 2003, 
emerging cheerfully from Victoria Station (was I whistling?) 
and stopping dead in my tracks with my Fingers in my 
mouth. Where was the apostrophe? Surely there should be 
an apostrophe on that bus? If it were “one month’s notice” 
there would be an apostrophe. Therefore “two weeks’ no 
tice” requires an apostrophe! Buses that I should have caught 
(the 73; two 38s) sailed off up Buckingham Palace Road 
while I communed thus at length with my inner stickler, un 
able to move or, indeed, regain any sense of perspective.

Part of one’s despair, of course, is that the world cares 
nothing for the little shocks endured by the sensitive stickler. 
While we look in horror at a badly punctuated sign, the 
world carries on around us, blind to our plight. We are like 
the little boy in The Sixth Sense who can see dead people, ex 
cept that we can see dead punctuation. Whisper it in petri 
fied little-boy tones: Dead punctuation is invisible to every-
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one else— yet we see it all the time. No one understands us 
seventh-sense people. They regard us as freaks. When we 
point out illiterate mistakes we are often aggressively in 
structed to “get a life” by people who interestingly, display 
no evidence of having lives themselves. Naturally we become 
timid about making our insights known, in such inhos 
pitable conditions. Being burned as a witch is not safely 
enough off the agenda. A sign has gone up in a local charity- 
shop window which says, baldly, “Can you spare any old 
records” (no question mark) and I dither daily outside on 
the pavement. Should 1 go in and mention it? It does matter 
that there’s no question mark on a direct question. It is ap 
palling ignorance. But what will I do if the elderly charity- 
shop lady gives me the usual disbelieving stare and then tells 
me to bugger off, get a life, and mind my own business?

On the other hand, I’m well aware there is little profit in 
asking for sympathy for sticklers. We are not the easiest peo 
ple to feel sorry for. We refuse to patronize any shop with 
checkouts for “eight items or less” (because it should be 
“fewer”), and we never read a book without a pencil at hand, 
to correct the typographical errors. In short, we are unattrac 
tive know-all obsessives who get things out of proportion 
and are in continual peril of being disowned by our exasper 
ated families.

I know precisely when my own damned stickler personal 
ity started to get the better of me. In the autumn of 2002, I 
was making a series of programs about punctuation for 
Radio 4 called Cutting a Dash. My producer invited John 
Richards of the Apostrophe Protection Society to come and 
talk to us. At that time, I was quite tickled by the idea of an 
Apostrophe Protection Society, on whose Web site could be 
found photographic examples of ungrammatical signs such 
as “The judges decision is final” and “No dog’s.” We took 
Mr. Richards on a trip down to Berwick Street Market to 
record his reaction to some green-grocers’ punctuation 
(“Potatoes” and so on), and then sat down for a chat about 
how exactly one goes about protecting a conventional 
printer’s mark that, through no fault of its own, seems to be 
terminally flailing in a welter of confusion.

What the APS does is write courteous letters, he said. A 
typical letter would explain the correct use of the apostrophe, 
and express the gentle wish that, should the offending “ BOB,S 

PETS” sign (with a comma) be replaced one day, this well- 
meant guidance might be borne in mind. It was at this point 
that I felt a profound and unignorable stirring. It was the 
awakening of my Inner Stickler. “But that’s not enough!” I 
said. Suddenly I was a-buzz with ideas. What about issuing 
stickers printed with the words “This apostrophe is not nec 
essary”? What about telling people to shin up ladders at dead 
of night with an apostrophe-shaped stencil and a tin of paint? 
Why did the Apostrophe Protection Society not have a mili 
tant wing? Could I start one? Where do you get balaclavas?

* * *

Punctuation has been defined many ways. Some gram 
marians use the analogy of stitching: punctuation as 
the basting that holds the fabric of language in shape. 

Another writer tells us that punctuation marks are the traffic 
signals of language: they tell us to slow down, notice this,

take a detour, and stop. I have even seen a rather fanciful ref 
erence to the full stop (known in the United States as the pe 
riod) and comma as “the invisible servants in fairy tales— the 
ones who bring glasses of water and pillows, not storms of 
weather or love.” But best of all, I think, is the simple advice 
given by the style book of a national newspaper: that punc 
tuation is “a courtesy designed to help readers to understand 
a story without stumbling.”

Isn’t the analogy with good manners perfect? Truly good 
manners are invisible: they ease the way for others, without 
drawing attention to themselves. It is no accident that the 
word “punctilious” (“attentive to formality or etiquette”) 
comes from the same original root word as punctuation. As 
we shall see, the practice of “pointing” our writing has always 
been offered in a spirit of helpfulness, to underline meaning 
and prevent awkward misunderstandings between writer and 
reader. In 1644, a schoolmaster from Southwark, Richard 
Hodges, wrote in his The English Primrose that “great care 
ought to be had in writing, for the due observing of points: 
for, the neglect thereof will pervert the sense,” and he quoted 
as an example, “My Son, if sinners intise [entice] thee consent 
thou, not refraining thy foot from their way.” Imagine the dif 
ference to the sense, he says, if you place the comma after the 
word “not”: “My Son, if sinners intise thee consent thou not, 
refraining thy foot from their way.” This was the 1644 equiva 
lent of Ronnie Barker in Porridge, reading the sign-off from a 
fellow lag’s letter from home, “Now I must go and get on my 
lover,” and then pretending to notice a comma, so hastily 
changing it to, “Now I must go and get on, my lover.”

To be fair, many people who couldn’t punctuate their way 
out of a paper bag are still interested in the way punctuation 
can alter the sense of a string of words. It is the basis of all 
“I’m sorry, I ’ll read that again” jokes. Instead of “W hat 
would you with the king?” you can have someone say in 
Marlowe’s Edward II, “What? Would you? With the king?” 
The consequences of mispunctuation (and re-punctuation) 
have appealed to both great and little minds, and in the age 
of the fancy-that e-mail, a popular example is the compari 
son of two sentences:

A woman, without her man, is nothing.
A woman: without her, man is nothing.

Which, I don’t know, really makes you think, doesn’t it?
But just to show there is nothing very original about all 

this, 500 years before e-mail, a similarly tiresome puzzle was 
going round:

Every Lady in this Land 
Hath 20 Nails on each Hand;

Five & Twenty on Hands and Feet;
And this is true, without deceit.

(Every lady in this land has 20 nails. On each hand, five; 
and 20 on hands and feet.)

So all this is quite amusing, but the reason it’s worth 
standing up for punctuation is not that it’s an arbitrary sys 
tem of notation known only to an over-sensitive elite who 
have attacks of the vapors when they see it misapplied. The 
reason to stand up for punctuation is that without it there is
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Sticklers United
s I was preparing for my book,
Eats, Shoots and Leaves: The Zero 

Tolerance Approach to Punctuation, I 
wrote an article for The Daily Telegraph, 
hoping to elicit a few punctuation hor 
ror stories, and it was like detonating a 
dam. Hundreds of e-mails and letters 
arrived, all of them testifying to the as 
tonishing power of recall we sticklers 
have when things have annoyed us (“It 
was in 1987, I’ll never forget, and it 
said ‘CREAM t e a ’s ’”). The vast majority 
of letters concerned misplaced apostro 
phes, of course, in potato’s and lemon's. 
But it was interesting, once I started to 
analyze and sort the examples, to dis 
cover that the greengrocer’s apostrophe 
formed just one depressing category of 
the overall, total, mind-bogglingly de 
pressing misuse of the apostrophe. Vir 
tually every proper application of this 
humble mark utterly stumps the people 
who write to us officially, who paint 
signs, or who sell us fruits and vegeta 
bles. The following is just a tiny selec 
tion of the examples I received:

Singular possessive instead o f simple 
plural:

Trousers reduced 
Coastguard Cottage’s 
Next week: nouns and apostrophe’s 

(BBC Web site advertising a grammar 
course for children!)

Singular possessive instead o f plural 
possessive:

Pupil’s entrance (on a very selective 
school, presumably)

Adult Learner’s Week (lucky him) 
Frog’s Piss (French wine putting un 

fair strain on single frog)
Member’s May Ball (but with whom 

will the member dance?)
Nude Reader’s Wives (intending 

“Readers’ Nude Wives,” of course, but 
conjuring up an interesting picture of 
polygamous nude reader attended by 
middle-aged women in housecoats and 
fluffy slippers)

Plural possessive instead o f  singular 
possessive:

Lands’ End (mail-order company

which roundly denies anything wrong 
with name)

Bobs’ Motors

No possessive where possessive is required: 
Citizens Advice Bureau 
Mens Toilets
Britains Biggest Junction (Clapham)

Dangling expectations caused by incorrect 
pluralization:

Pansy’s ready (is she?)
Cyclist’s only (his only what?)
Please replace the trolley’s (replace 

the trolley’s what?)

Unintentional sense from unmarked pos 
sessive:

Dicks in tray (try not to think about
it)

New members welcome drink 
(doubtless true)

Someone knows an apostrophe is required 
... but where, oh where?

It need’nt be a pane (on a van adver 
tising discount glass)

Ladies hairdresser 
Mens coats’
The Peoples Princess’ (on memorial 

mug)
Freds’ restaurant

Apostrophes put in place names/proper 
names:

Dear Mr. Steven’s 
X m a ’s  T r e e s

Gladys (badge on salesgirl)
Did’sbury

It’s or Its’ 
instead o f Its:
Hundreds of examples, 
many from re 
spectable National 
Trust properties and 
big corporations, but 
notably:

Hot Dogs a Meal 
in Its’ Self (sign in 
Great Yarmouth)

Recruitment at it’s best 
(slogan of employment 
agency)

“... to welcome you to the 
British Library, it’s services and cata 

logues” (reader induction pamphlet at 
British Library)

Plain illiteracy:
“... giving the full name and title of 

the person who’s details are given in 
Section 02” (on UK passport applica 
tion form)

Make our customer’s lives easier 
(Abbey National advertisement) 

Gateaux’s (evidently never spelled 
any other way)

Your 21 today! (on birthday card)

Signs that have given up trying:
Reader offer 
Author photograph 
Customer toilet

This is a mere sample of the total I re 
ceived. I heard from people whose work 
colleagues used commas instead of 
apostrophes; from someone rather 
thoughtfully recommending a restau 
rant called l’Apostrophe in Reims (ad 
dress on request); and from a Somerset 
man who had cringed regularly at a sign 
on a market garden until he discovered 
that its proprietor’s name was—you 
couldn’t make it up— R. Carrott. This 
explained why the sign read “Carrott’s” 
at the top, you see, but then listed other 
vegetables and fruits spelled and punc 
tuated perfectly correctly.

— L.T.
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no reliable way of communicating meaning. Punctuation di 
rects you how to read, in the way musical notation directs a 
musician how to play. On the page, punctuation performs 
its grammatical function, but in the mind of the reader it 
does more than that. It tells the reader how to hum the tune.

If only we hadn’t started reading quietly to ourselves. 
Things were so simple at the start, before grammar came 
along and ruined things. The earliest known punctuation— 
credited to Aristophanes of Byzantium (librarian at Alexan 
dria) around 200 BC-—was a three-part system of dramatic 
notation (involving single points at different heights on the 
line) advising actors when to breathe in preparation for a 
long bit, or a not-so-long bit, or a relatively short bit. And 
that’s all there was to it. A comma, at that time, was the 
name of the relatively short bit (the word means in Greek “a 
piece cut off”); and in fact when the word “comma” was 
adopted into English in the 16th century, it still referred to a 
discrete, separable group of words rather than the friendly 
little tadpoley number-nine dot-with-a-tail that today we 
know and love. For a millennium and a half, punctuation’s 
purpose was to guide actors, chanters, and readers-aloud 
through stretches of manuscript, indicating the pauses, ac 
centuating matters of sense and sound, and leaving syntax 
mostly to look after itself. St. Jerome, who translated the 
Bible in the 4th century, introduced a system of punctuation 
of religious texts per cola et commata (“by phrases”), to aid 
accurate pausing when reading aloud. Cassiodorus, writing 
in the 6th century in southern Italy for the guidance of 
trainee scribes, included punctuation in his Institutiones 
Divinarum et Saecularium Litterarum, recommending “clear 
pausing in well-regulated delivery.”

Most of the marks used by those earnest scribes look 
bizarre to us now, of course: the positura, a mark like a num 
ber 7, which indicated the end of a piece of text; the sinister 
mark like the little gallows in a game of hangman that indi 
cated the start of a paragraph (paragraphs weren’t indented 
until much later); and, significantly here, the virgula suspen- 
siva, which looked like our present-day solidus or forward 
slash (/), and was used to mark the briefest pause or hesita 
tion. Perhaps the key thing one needs to realize about the 
early history of punctuation is that, in a literary culture 
based entirely on the slavish copying of venerated texts, it 
would be highly presumptuous of a mere scribe to insert 
helpful marks where he thought they ought to go. Punctua 
tion developed slowly and cautiously not because it wasn’t 
considered important, but, on the contrary, because it was 
such intensely powerful ju-ju. Pause in the wrong place and 
the sense of a religious text can alter in significant ways. For 
example, as Cecil Hartley pointed out in his 1818 Principles 
o f  Punctuation: or, The Art o f Pointing, consider the differ 
ence between the following:

“Verily, I say unto thee, This day thou shalt be with me in 
Paradise.”

and:

“Verily I say unto thee this day, Thou shalt be with me in 
Paradise.”

Punctuation directs you how to read, 
in the way musical notation directs a 
musician how to play

Now, huge doctrinal differences hang on the placing of 
this comma. The first version, which is how Protestants in 
terpret the passage (Luke, xxiii, 43), lightly skips over the 
whole unpleasant business of Purgatory and takes the cruci 
fied thief straight to heaven with Our Lord. The second 
promises Paradise at some later date (to be confirmed, as it 
were) and leaves Purgatory nicely in the picture of the 
Catholics, who believe in it.

For a considerable period in Latin transcriptions, there 
were no gaps between words, if you can credit such mad 
ness. Texts from that benighted classical period—just capital 
letters in big square blocks— look to modern eyes like those 
word-search puzzles that you stare at for 20 minutes or so, 
and then (with a delighted cry) suddenly spot the word “ PA- 

PERNAPKIN” spelled diagonally and backwards. However, the 
scriptio continua system (as it was called) had its defenders at 
the time. One 5th-century recluse called Cassian argued that 
if a text was slow to offer up its meaning, this encouraged 
not only healthy mediation but the glorification of God— 
the heart lifting in praise, obviously, at the moment when 
the word “ PAPERNAPKIN” suddenly floated to the surface, like 
a synaptic miracle.

Isn’t this history interesting? Well, I th ink  so— even 
though, for a considerable time, admittedly, not much hap 
pened. That imaginative chap Charlemagne (forward-look 
ing Holy Roman Emperor) stirred things up in the 9th cen 
tury when Alcuin of York came up with a system of positurae 
at the ends of sentences (including one of the earliest ques 
tion marks), but to be honest, western systems of punctua 
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tion were damned unsatisfactory for the next 500 years until 
one man— one fabulous Venetian printer— finally wrestled 
with the issue and pinned it to the mat. That man was Aldus 
Manutius the Elder (1450-1515), and I will happily admit I 
hadn’t heard of him until about two years ago, but am kick 
ing myself that I never volunteered to have his babies.

The heroic status of Aldus Manutius the Elder among his 
torians of the printed word cannot be overstated. Who in 
vented the italic typeface? Aldus Manutius! Who printed the 
first semicolon? Aldus Manutius! The rise of printing in the 
14th and 15th centuries meant that a standard system of 
punctuation was urgently required, and Aldus Manutius was 
the man to do it. In Pause and Effect (1992), Malcolm 
Parkes’s magisterial account of the history of punctuation in 
the West, facsimile examples of Aldus’s groundbreaking work 
include a page from Pietro Bembo’s De Aetna (1494), which 
features not only a very elegant roman typeface but the ac 
tual first semicolon (and believe me, this is exciting). O f 
course we did not get our modern system overnight, but 
Aldus Manutius and his grandson (conveniently of the same 
name) are generally credited with developing several of our 
modern conventional signs. They lowered the virgule and 
curved it, for a start, so that it began to look like the modern 
comma. They put colons and full stops at the ends of sen 
tences. Like this. And also— less comfortably to the modern 
eye— like this:

Most significantly of all, however, they ignored the old 
marks that had aided the reader-aloud. Books were now for 
reading and understanding, not intoning. Moving your lips 
was becoming a no-no. W ithin the 70 years it took for 
Aldus Manutius the Elder to be replaced by Aldus Manutius 
the Younger, things changed so drastically that in 1566 
Aldus Manutius the Younger was able to state that the main 
object of punctuation was the clarification of syntax. Forget 
all that stuff about the spiritual value to the reader of work 
ing out the meaning for himself; forget as well the humility 
o f those copyists o f old. I’m sure people did question 
whether Italian printers were quite the right people to legis 
late on the meaning of everything; but on the other hand, 
resistance was obviously useless against a family that could in 
vent italics.

After journeying through the world of punctuation, and 
seeing what it can do, I am all the more convinced we 
should fight like tigers to preserve our punctuation, and we 
should start now. There is more at stake than the way people 
read and write.

If we value the way we have been trained to think by cen 
turies of absorbing the culture of the printed word, we must 
not allow the language to return to the chaotic scriptio con- 
tinua swamp from which it so bravely crawled less than 
2,000 years ago. We have a language that is full of ambigui 
ties; we have a way of expressing ourselves that is often com 
plex and allusive, poetic and modulated; all our thoughts can 
be rendered with absolute clarity if we bother to put the 
right dots and squiggles between the words in the right 
places. Proper punctuation is both the sign and the cause of 
clear thinking. If it goes, the degree of intellectual impover 
ishment we face is unimaginable.

Fantastic Journey
(Continued from page 37) 
is a long island or two.

He knows that Vasco Nunez de Balboa climbed a peak in 
Central America in 1513 and looked out at a sea. No one re 
alizes that Balboa stood at the narrow waist between two 
giant continents— the only place where the Atlantic and Pa 
cific Oceans are relatively close. No one knows for sure how 
big Earth actually is. And almost everyone believes there is 
only one ocean and that the new land is a minor interrup 
tion in the great Ocean Sea. Magellan studies everything that 
is known about the Americas. Besides that, Magellan has 
brought a slave, Enrique, from the Malay Islands. Enrique 
knows the Spice Islands region, and he has a talent for lan 
guages. With him, Magellan is as well prepared to travel to 
the Spice Islands as any European in his time could be.

Perhaps you know the story: of the mutiny and Magellan’s 
strength in thwarting it. O f the discovery of a strait at the tip 
of South America and of the terrors and the tortuous twists 
of its waters. (It takes 38 days to get through it.) O f the sec 
ond mutiny, when those who sail the largest of the ships turn 
around and head back to Spain with most of the expedition’s 
provisions. O f the awful voyage across the enormous Pa 
cific— 99 days without fresh food. O f Magellan’s leadership 
and example during all that harrowing time. And, finally, of 
the landing on an island where Enrique talks to the natives 
and they answer him. He is speaking their language!

Magellan realizes that Enrique has arrived home. He is the 
first man to sail around the world. Magellan has found the 
East by sailing west. But the capitdn-general doesn’t have long 
to celebrate. They are in the Philippine Islands, and Magel 
lan is about to be killed in a senseless battle.

hat does all this have to do with science? A whole 
lot: It’s one thing to have a theory. It is some 
thing else to have a proof. Science depends on 

both.
Pythagoras believed the Earth was round. Two thousand 

years later, Magellan proved he was right. That knowledge 
electrifies the medieval world. After the surviving sailors ar 
rive in Seville on Magellan’s worn-out, worm-eaten vessel 
(the only ship left from the expedition), couriers (messen 
gers) race across Europe to carry the news to the pope. Soon, 
everyone knows o f the voyage. Their picture of Earth 
changes. They learn that when Magellan and his crew sailed 
near the antipodes—what they thought was the bottom of 
the Earth— they hadn’t been upside down.

Magellan’s voyagers had sailed around the globe and had 
not seen any sea monsters. That was important knowledge. 
And then there was Magellan’s discovery of the vastness of 
the Pacific Ocean. This was no little sea. If all the Earth’s 
landmasses could be dumped into the Pacific, there would 
still be plenty of water left for swimming. And Europeans 
hadn’t even known that ocean existed! Can you imagine how 
that knowledge stretched their minds?

There was still more. The voyage was a great technological

(Continued on page 48)
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